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2024 cumbria
summer school
Join us as we explore the vibrant culture and arts of Lancaster and
the many things it has to offer. Together, we can discover its
beauty and enchantment.

A summer in Lancaster is not just about your studies. It’s also
about being inspired, challenged, and growing as a person.

Your first step to studying abroad



WEEK 1

MON
Registration activities and welcome/introductions
Virtual tour of the campus and brief history of Lancaster
Preview of the programme
Set task: Guidance for group presentation and choosing a topic

TUE
Guide to summer school materials and Blackboard virtual learning
environment
Introduction to British culture
British Council
Culture Exchange

WED
Comparison of cultures
Study skills
Guide to searching for books, information, and evaluation of sources
Essays: Compare & contrast / cause & effect

THUR Excursion: Lake District

FRI
Lecture: How to give presentations
Study Skills handbook
Presentation topic and preparation
Oxford EAP Unit 4D

WEEK 2

MON
Lecture: Reading for different purposes / definitions
Language exchange
Culture and its implications on business
Language for comparison and contrast

TUE
Lecture: What it means to listen
Lecture: Expressing oneself through speaking
Comparison of notes and opinions
Activity: Speaking and listening

WED
Lecture: Business Language
Activity: Writing and use of business language
Listening and speaking activities
Preparing presentations with visuals

THUR Excursion: Chester / Cheshire Oaks / Liverpool

FRI
Group Presentations: Cultural Differences and Similarities
Traditional English Afternoon Tea
Graduation
Photo opportunities

Lancaster City is situated in a superb location, which reflects so much British culture and heritage. The
summer programme aims to give students a better understanding and knowledge of British culture and
heritage through excursions to historic sites and popular attractions in the UK such as the Lake District.
Students participating will have a chance to visit Lancaster Castle and museums to uncover the city’s
ancient stories hidden in its walls and buildings. Students will discover the open spaces and strong design of
the University campus and find out how those seats of learning have influenced the city over the years.

We are inviting students from all over the world to come and experience what it’s like to live and study at the
University of Cumbria. This is your opportunity to learn about history and rich traditions that exist, as well as
the diverse regional cultures, practices, and traditions of the UK. Through our intensive, interactive learning
classes taught by experienced teachers, you will receive an expert interpretation and understanding of 
Great Britain.

cumbria summer school timetable 2024
*Subject to change

Date: July 14 to July 28, 2024 Application deadline: June 15, 2024 Cost: £2500 per person incl. fees -
tuition, accommodation, and transportation (within the UK). Please contact the University of Cumbria
International Office: shannara.martinez@cumbria.ac.uk. For more information about the University,
please visit: www.cumbria.ac.uk
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